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The inconsistency inherent in the Landau 
theory!) of the second order phase transi
tion is removed in such a way that most 
of the results obtained by the static scaling 
theory2) may be reproduced. Consider a 
spherical region of volume V= (4rr/3)RS 
= (4rr/3)K-S in a system and define the 
local order parameter 17(r) as 

17(r) = (l/v) ~m(r+r')dr', (1) 

where mer) denotes the local order para
meter associated with the atom at the posi
tion r, and the integral extends over' the 
above mentioned spherical region centered 
at r. From the definition (1) it follows 
that 17k~O for Ikl>K. In the Landau theory 
R is kept fixed but in our treatment R is 
changed with temperature in such a way 
that at all temperatures the fluctuation of 
17(r) remains small enough to ensure the 
consistency of Landau's idea, i.e. the line
arity of the fluctuation. In the paramag
netic region, e= (T - Tc) /Tc>O, this means 
that in the expression of the free energy 
density, ' 

y(r) =yo-a17(r)2+b17(r)4+ c [I"17(r»)2, (2) 

the term b17(r)4 may be omitted, or 

(3) 

Let R change in such a way that A does 
not depend on e. It is assumed aCthe same 
time that the termc[l"17(r»)2 contributes 
always with the same importance as the 
term, a17Cr) 2. This implies that 

(4) 

From (2) - (4), the fluctuation of the k-th 
mode CPk=<17~17-k) is obtained in the form 
CPk-KXf(k, K), where f(k, K) has the 
Ornstein-Zernike form and x is determined 
by the K-dependence of a. The above form 
of CPk imp,lies that K(e) behaves like the 
inverse correlation range K, or K_e v.*) 
Similarly for T<Tc> we have K':'""lel v'. 
From (3) and (4), and noting that a is 
proportional to the inverse susceptibility, 

we obtain 

(5a) 

(5b) 

and 

(5c) 

These are our basic equations from which 
the relations among the critical indices are 

derived. 
(a) Spatial correlation function cP (R). 

Assuming the form of cp(R) as cp(R)
exp(-KR)/Rd-2H (R<Rc), we obtain 
(l/v) fv cp(R)dR_Kd-2H_e v(d-2+n). Since 

17(r) is approximately constant in the region 
of volume v, we obtain another equation 
(l/v) fv cP (R) dR-<17(r) 2)_edv - r. Compar-

*) Throughout the present note, the standard 
notations are used for the critical indices.S) 
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ing these two equations, the relation 
r/(2-rJ)=1I is obtained. 

(b) Specific heat C. Expressing g(r) in 
terms of r;k'S, the singular part of the free 
energy 1J! is given by , 

1J!= -(3-1In ) e-Jf!(u(r)-!lo)drd{YJk} 

_/Cd In e-r_redv In e. (e:>O) (6) 

Noting that Coc - (fj21J! loe2), we obtain 
dll=2-a. Similarly for e>O, the reiation 
dll' = 2 - a' is obtained. In particular for 
a=O, C diverges logarithmically, and if 
r = r' the same coefficient multiplies the 
logarithmically, when e>Oand e<O. Our 
argument on the specific heat is quite 
analogous to that of Douglass.4) 

(c) Magnetization <YJ>. Making a slight 
conversion of our procedure, let us keep R 
at a fixed value eo -v and chang~ the tem
perature from eo down to - eo. In this 
casea(T, /C(eo)) may be considered to be 

, an analytic function of temperature, while 
a (T, /C (e)) may not. band c are assumed, 
following Landau, to be approximately con
stant near Te. If we ignore the 'difference 
of two temperature's at which aCT, /C(eo)) 
and aCT, /C(e)) vanish respectively, we have 
at e= -eo the equations 

a""--Eor,. (7a) 

b-}.eo -dH2r (7b) 

and 

c"""';eor - 2I1 a (7c) 

The above temperature difference may prop
erly be taken into account and leads to 
results which are identical with Eqs. (7a)
(7c). Substituting (7a)-(7c) into (2) and 
expressing (2) in, the form 

g(r) =go-a' (YJ(r)-YJo)2+b' (YJ(r) -YJo)3 

+d' (YJ(r) -17oY +c' [17 (17(r) -170)] 2, 

where 170= (-aI2b) 112, we find that the 
nonlinear fluctuation terms are negligible at 

e= -eo. More. accurately, }.a' -b' < (17(r) 
-170)2>1'2 and }.a' -d' «(17(r) -170)2>. There
fore R( -eo -v) is just the correlation range 
at e = - eo, or 1I = lI'. Since a' is proportional 
to a, we' have a relation r = r'. Further 
we note that the Landau theory .should 
give a correct result at e= -eo. Then 
170 (_eo(dv- r)l2) maybe replaced by <17>, 
giving the relation 2{3=dll-r. Finally 
we investigate the effect of the external 
field. In order to produce 'at e= -eo an 
additional magnetization comparable with 
the spontaneous magnetization, an external 
field B of the order of eor<r;> (_<17>1+ (rl(l)) 

is necessary. This is easily seen when we 
note that, in the existence of the external 
field, the term -B17(r) comes into the 
expression of g(r). The induced magnet
ization will not be reduced seriously by 
changing the temperature towords Te. 
Therefore the equation B_<17>l+(rlPl may 
hold at Te, leading to the relation (]= 
1+ (rl{3). Thus we have succeeded in 
deriving all the independent relations 
among the critical indices, known to us. 
The details will be discussed in a separate 
paper. The author wishes to express his 
sincere gratitude to Professor K. Tomita 
for his valuable advice. 
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